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IIntroduction.
The writer, wishing to present a suToject dealing with
structural engineering as his thesis, and since nearly every
other
field in that line had already heen thoroughly covered,
decided to
investigate specifications for steel railroad hridges.
Therefore,
Cooper's 1906 Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges and
Via-
ducts were chosen as a nucleus ahout which to hase the discussion;
first, "because they were very recent; second, hecause they
were l|
considered as standard; and third, hecause of the writer's famil-
iarity with therri,
Ho atterapt will V.e nade to discuss each and every article
in the Specifications but only those clauses are taken up,
upon which
there is a difference of opinion, to a more or less degree,
among
prominent engineers in this country. Each article, as it is con-
;,
sidered, will "be headed hy the statement of the Specification as it
appears in Cooper's 1905 Specifications. This will be followed
hy a compilation of data an:l investigations hearing on the subject.
The arguments for and against the clause, as stated, will be given
and then a reasonable conclusion, resulting from the (discussion.

29. *iVhen the structures are on curves, the
additional effects due to the centrifugal
force of trains on each track shall "be
considered as a live load. It will "be
assuniQd to act 5 feet above base of
rail, and will be computed for a speed
of 6^'5D miles per hour; T) being the de-
gree of curve ( 109)
The centrifugal force of a train rounding a curve is
considerable and due allowance should be made for it.
Taking the cross section of a car
fully loaded, the center of gravity of
the car and its load would be somewhere
above the floor of the car, or about
6-1/2 feet above the base of the rail.
In a locomotive, the center of gravity-
would be about a foot lower or 5-1/2 feet
above the base of the rail. The weight of
a car and its load is about 150,000 pounds
and that of a locomotive is 225,000 pounds,
The moment of the locomotive about the base of the rail is 225,000
X 5.5 = 1,240,000 foot pounds, while that of a car is 150,000 x
6.5 = 985,000 foot pounds. This shows that the centrifugal force
of the locomotive is greater than that of the car and should be
assumed to act 5.5 feet, say, 6 feet above the base of the rail.
As to the speed to allow in determining the centrifugal
force, no hard and fast rule can be stated. Increased care in
the maintenance of roadbeds, the use of heavier rail sections and
the more perfect alignment of curves have done much to increase
the allowable speed on curves; and for aegrees of curvature under
6 degrees, a speed of 60 to 65 miles an hour is not uncomm.on. It,
therefore, seems necessary that in view of the increasing speed
of trains, the allowance for centrifugal force should be given "a
rig. 5.

greater margin of safety. If the average speed is 70 miles per
hour and the maximum degree of curvature is 6 degrees, then, "by
making assumed speed 70 - 5D , where L is the degree of curvature,
a due allowance is made for higher speeds which are attained in
this day of actual speeds of 95 miles per hour.
It must also be rememhered that the grade usually runs
down to a bridge and, therefore, higher speeds are not improbable.

15, The maximum strain allowed
upon the extreme fil;re of the best Allowed Strain
yellow pine or white oak floor on Timber
timbers will be 1,000 pounces per
square inch. The weight of a
single engine wheel may be assumed
as distributed over three ties,
spaced as per k 12,
William H. Breithaupt , in an article in the Proceedings
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, recommended that the
ties on a bridge should be spaced not more than 4 inches apart.
He also stated that for rails heavier than 75 pounds, the weight
of the wheel may be considered as being distributed over three
ties. This is allowable as the present rails used are proportion-
ately larger for the loads carried than those used at the time the
above article was written. A spacing of 4 inches insures a stiff
floor reasonably continuous in case of derailment.
The strains in timber have been determined by many tests,
and it is generally acceded that yellow pine and white oak have an
ultimate strength of 8,000 pounds per square inch. The question
then is: \Vliat factor of safety should be used?. V/ith a factor of
safety of (4), the allowable stress would be 2,000 pounds per
square inch, dead load. But, as has been determined by many ex-
periments' on beams, the stress caused by a moving load is about
twice that caused by the same static load. Therefore, it is ration-
al to assume an allowable stress for ties (which are under live
load only) of ^ '^^Q or 1,000 pounds per square inch.
2
A. 7, Robinson* recommended the use of solid floors made
of steel trough plates riveted together. The cost at that time
( ) was rather prohibitive, but now they are very extensively
Proo. W, Soc. Civ. 'ing-. (1889)

used and, with this style of floor, the ties, if used, are supported
over their entire length. This would reduce the actual stress |
coming on the tie, hut, for general safety in case of derailment,
it is undoubtedly best to use large ties that can stand the passage
of wheels.
In an article entitled "Open vs Ballast Deck Structures,"*
Robinson gives tables showing the amount of each wheel load, that
goes to each tie for different spacings of v>rheels, and, for dif-
ferent stringer spacings.
For wheels 50 inches, center to center, the maximum load
on a tie, x x y ties, x edge vertical, is 0.25 of the wheel load,
where the stringer spacing is 7 feet center to center. This amount
»
increases to 0.522 where the stringers are 10 feet apart.
This agrees with the assumption that each tie should be de-
signed to carry one-third of a wheel load. As the ties get larger, :
the number of ties over which the load is distributed, decjreases, but
in no case is it less than five, although it is as great as nine
for small ties, and a distance of 7 feet between stringers.
w 50" w
k * I A A » ^ I \ ^'
K3
^3 ^4
rig, Z
* Proc. Am. 7.n^, u or v:. ag£gg. (19C8
)

6.
Tatle. II.
Giving Proportional Amount of T»'heel Load per Tie,
Tie : Ties Stringers Rr : He ' :
6x8 ft.
:
8" c.to c. 7'0"c.to c. i 0.174 0.163 W : 0.158T? !0.112W :
It u tt tt 'I II
.
10 '0" " " 0.122 " 0.117 " ; 0.116" 0.106" :
i
The -unit stresses in the ties, in an open deck, vary from
1790 pounds to 1950 pounds, according to the size of ties used and
the spacing of the stringers. The unit stresses in the ties of a
ballasted deck vary from 1,600 to 1,880 pounds. The average for
open deck ties, 1,870 pounds is, therefore,, greater than thh.t for
ballasted deck ties, 1,740 pounds.
Derailed wheels, if falling freely, will require 0.1649
second to drop from the top of an 85 pound rail to the ties. Then,
if speed of train is 10 miles per hour, the wheels move forward
2.42 feet, while falling from the rails on to the ties; if the
speed is 50 miles per hour, this will be 12.09 ft. Thus, for ties
spaced 6 inches apart or less, derailed wheels cannot cause a hor-
izontal loading of more than one-tenth to one-eighth of the ver-
tical load.

7.
35. Compression rcerabera shall "be
proportioned by the following unit
strains:
For r.edium Steel
Chord segments
? = 10 000 - 45 - for live load
r
P = 20,000 - 90 i for dead load.
r
P= the allowed strain in compression
per square inch of cross-section, in
pounds.
1= the length of compresp-ion member,
in inches, c. to c, of connections,
r= the least radius of gjTration of the
section, in inches.
^To compression member, however, shall
,1
have a length exceeding 100 times its
least radius of gyration for main memb-
ers, or lEO time for laterals. The least
width of posts will be 10 inches.
The allowable unit stress to be used in designing com-
pression members varies considerably in different specifications,
nearly ai:^. engineers agree that the straight line formula,-
P = S - K i
r
is the most practical for use in designing sections for compression.
This formula, however, does not give values agreeing very closely
with the actual stresses, as determined by experiment, except with-
in certain prescribed limits.
The straight line formula v/as derived by Thos. Johnson in
a paper presented before the American Society of Civil Engineers.
He showed that it could be made to fit, as well as any curve, the
plotted observations of tests on columns, for all lengths in common
use
.
J. B. Johnson in his book, "Ilodern Framed Structures,"
uses a modification of P.ankine's formula. It is also a straight
line formula, and gives values a little smaller for shorter lengths
than Johnson's formula, which is,
1 2

6.
The atove mentioned formulae are prolDably used more than
^
any others; and are in general practice today. The oh^ection
to
Thos. Johnson's formula is that, for short lengths, it gives
stress-
es which are larger than those which should be allowed. Its ad-
vantage is its simrlicity and its practical accurracy within certain
limits of-: J. 5 Johnson's formula is somewhat more compli-
cated and not quite so flexible and. consequently, has not found
such universal favor as the straight line formula.
j|
Theoretically. Rankings formula,
1 + (|)( i )
r
where ? = allowable stress
3 _: " " in tension
(() varies according to the oondition of the ends,
is the most accurate formula, as it applies to cases for which the
^
ratio - lies between 20 and 150. Although it is empirical rather
than rational, yet it is of very great value, and its form satis- ,
fies the limiting conditions for short and long prisms. i|
In Figure i is shown a curve V7hich consists of a straight
line and a curve from the point of tangency of the straight line.
This curve represents the average results of about 60 experiments
made by Tetraajor on struts of -ledium steel. The broken curve rep-
resents Euler's formula from the point of tangency on.
Here it can be seen that the straight line gives very
good results between the limits of i- ; 150 and 20.
The Pennsylvania K. ?. . made some tests on full sized
compression members. The following formulae v/ere used,-
/P = 37.000 - 128 - .1.1. > 77rouR-ht Iron
\ * r
j
^^^ [? = 47,000 - 178- .d.l.i Steel
r

fP = ,^0,700 - 0.51(1)" Wrought Iron)
(2) f r , )
fP = .^9,900 - 0.62( i)'"^ Steel )
r
and they were compared with the actual stresses in the columns
when tested to failure.
1
The results of these tests showed that where ~>80,
formula (2) agreed more closely with actual maximum strevss than
formula fl). being 74 to 122 per cent of the actual; where ~<80,
r
formula fl) agreed more closely with the actual maximum stress
than formula )
,
being 78 to 115 per cent of the actual stress.
Thus, for i>p-0 (2) gave values of the allowable stress which aver-
r 1 / N
aged 98 per oont of the actual stresses and for - <80 (1) gave
results which averaged 85 per cent of the actual stress.
Table Ko. I.
(Jiving a Comparison between Formula (l) and Formula (2)
; 1
: r
1 (1) (2) :
(1) :'
T2T :
•! 80 j 32760 . 34652 .945 :
_
90
1
^^0960 3S250 .930 i
: 100 \ 29200 . 31700
110 ! 27400 299 70 .915
Then for values of ~>80, the values given ty formula
r
(1) average 93.3 per cent of those given br formula (2). Then, if
the values given by (2) average 98 per cent actual values, values
given by (l) will average 0.933 x 98.0 = 91.5 per cent of the
actual values when i >80 .
r

Thus it seems that the straight line formula is the more
practical, tecauxe of its simplicity, and because it agrees very
closely v;ith the actual stresses for large values of i., "being
r
about 8.5 per cent on the safe side. There is the objection, of
course, that for values of i.<80, the allowable stress is too small.
r
This may be answered by the fact that the theory of columns is
still on an irrational basis, and 15 per cent a,s the margin of
safety is by no means too great.

If.
I
4 7. The v/ebs of i^late girders must
stiffened at intervals, not exceeding
the depth of the girders or a maxiBaum
of 5 feet, wherever the shearing strain
"oer square inch exceeds the strain al-
lowed ^by the follov/ing formula:
Allowed shearing strain = 10,000 - 75 H
v;here H = ratio of depth of weh to its
thickness; hut no weh-plates shall he
less than three-eights of an inch in
thickness,
j
There is a great difference of opinion regarding the
true value of stiffness in plate girders, the duty they perform, and
the method of proceedure in their design.
J. Vv. Schaul used the following rule. If the shear per
square inch is greater than
1 8>QQ0
i^i7,ooo
y
where H is the ratio of the depth of the weh to the thickness, as-
sume the weh to he divided into lengths equal to the depth of the
girder, each section being treated as a column. The term "shear"
on the web is used only to convey the idea ths.t there is a vertical
load on each imaginary section of the web,- and the intensity of
the load is assumed as uniformly distributed on the horizontal
area of each section. Since as long as each section is imagined
to be equal in length to the depth of the web, this horizontal load
must be just equal to the vertical shear on the web at that point.
In case It is found that each web section can carry th© shear as
a oolumn, no intermediate stiffeners are required. In no other
instance is the so-called "shear" on the web of a girder recognized,
since, if we accept the definition of shear as the effect of slid-
ing motion between two adjacent surfaces, such a thing as sheer
on the web of a girder cannot exist, and all of the tests ever made;

on rolleci and built TDeams, show that they fail hy the "biickling or
tearing of the webs on v^iagonal linen, or owing to insufficient
rivet bearing at the ends, excepting, of course, such failures as
are due to v/eak flanges.
Stiffeners are needed only to attach floor beams in
through plate girders, but it is better to put them in to take out
buckles and initial stresses.
Schaub showed that a model plate girder of paper would
hold concentrated loads suspended on the bottom of the web, whereas
the same loads applied on the top would buckle the web and destroy
it. Therefore, the stiffeners should be designed to transfer the
concentrated loads at a point,, to the lower flange.
The common practice of stiffening plate girders at dist-
ances apart of about the depth of the girders, is probably far on
the side of safety, but it would, nevertheless, be unwise to depart
materially therefrom until a more rational nethorl has been devised.
If the webs maintained their plane form, there is no
doubt that when properly (designed they would require hardly any
stiffeners, but plates, as they come from the shops, cannot help
having many bulges and buckles of more or less magnitude, which
are practically impossible to remove.
The objection to Schaiib's formula and also to Cooper's,
is that they are supposed to give the buckling value of the web,
but do not take account of the relation of this value to the value
of the shear.
Let H = ratio of depth of web to thickness
h ^ depth of the web
t = thickness of the v;eb
,
Then, from Cooper,

15.
Allowable shear = 10,000 - 75 H
Actual shear = 10,000 - 75 ~
t
I
(10.00 - v)t I
XI = * :[
75
Thus, suhstitutins the actual shear for the "allowable^
shear, we get a value of h.fthe length of the panels), which de-
' pends on the actual shear in the formula and also on the thickness
I
of the web plate. The extreme distance betv/een stiffenere should
not be any more than the shortest distance between two wheel loads
! on the engine diagram which is used to determine the live load
j
stresses. Since Cooper's loading has become very popular, the
i
minimum distance between wheel loads, S feet, should determine
' the maximiim distance between stiffeners in deck plate girders.
There is an instance recorded where several miles of
elevated structure were built, in which, by deepening the standard
girder, about 15 per cent and omitting stiffeners, the average
I
strength was increased and the weight diminished nearly 20 per
I
cent. It seems to have stood very well and goes to show that eng-
i
ineers are trying to approach simplicity in design, ""here is, no
doubt, then, that the webs can be made to take the stresses di-
|
rectly and without the aid of stiffeners; it is a great deal bet- i
ter, very largely because it is absolutely impossible to determine
i with the remotest degree of certainty how such stiffeners will act.

li-l.The rollers shall "be so proportioned
that the pressure per lineal inch of
roller shall not exceed the product of
the diameter in inches hy .^00 pounds,
(^OOd).
The amount of stress allowable on a roller has alv/ays
"been a mooted question among engineers. There are three formulae
which are in use, their derivations are not given "because of the
leng'^h of the necessary rliscussion, hiit they may be found in the
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, ^'Ol. , p.
99.
The first one:
^s = c sTT" ^1)
is the formula which has been in use extensively in this country.
The second:
y; = i /g^ ' rf-i: l1 ) (2)
s 3 ^ \ \
was derived originally by Graahof but has been modified by Profes-
sors Burr, Johnson and Tilddy.
The third:
;v = ca (5)
s
is the formula commonly used in Germany and in America to some ex-
tent.
In the above formulae,
W = the safe load per unit of length of roller,
s
w^ = the safe stress in the roller or plate,
r' = the thiclaiess of the plate,
r = the radius
,
d = the diameter of the roller
E and S are the moduli of elasticity of the roller
r P
and plate respectively, and

I 5.
C and C are empirical constants,
A Marston, in a paper presented tefore the American
Society of Civil Engineers took these formulae up one by one in
his discussion. He found that the thickness of the plate had
nothing to do with the crushing strength of the rollers. This
would eliriinate formula (2), since that forraiila takes into account
the thickness of the plate.
Liar St on derives a practical formula thus;
Assume the average load over the area of contact
equal to the average stress at the elastic limit of the material
of the roller or the plate, whichever fails sooner. He found "by
investigations that the average stresses per unit of area of con-
tact were constant at the elastic limit. Gall this stress ^ g . He
then derived a formula for the area of contact, v^hich he found to
vary thus:
A = K yTwd
Therefore, the average stress over the area A is
1 =
where W_ is the crushing load per unit of length of roller. Squat-
ing this to w^ , the average stress in the metal at the area of con-
tact for the elastic limit
,
We = KX'<i
= Cd
where C is an empirical constant to "be determined "by experiment.

16.
If W be the safe load per unit of lengh of the roller,
s
Y/o = - X Gd. ,s
^
where f is the factor of safety used.
The Muthor of the formula then made a series of experi-
ments on rollers, 1 , 2 , ,'5 , 4 . 5 , 6 , 8 , 10 , 13 , 14 and 16 inches in
diameter, and 1 inch long. He found the average value of C to be
880 pounds per lineal inch of roller.
In determining the factor of safety to use, account should
be taken of the fact that the pressure is seldom equally distribut-
ed over the roller by the orc^inary end of a bridge and also
of the fact that an excessive pressure on the roller is not so fatal
a defect as it would be in other members of the bridge.
George S. Morrison used in his practice,
=250 d.
In Marston's experiments this gives a factor of safety of 5-1/2,
which is sufficiently large.
It appears that the factor of safety could be much
smaller and still be one consistent vn'th careful design. With a
factor of safety of 2-1/2, the formula xvould become
v; = 550.
s
This formula strikes an average between Cooper's
V;g = 500 d, I
and the most of the other formulae used,which use either 400 or 500
for the constant C.

'7.
?>8."All members and their connections
subject to alternate strains of tension
i
and compression shall be proportioned to
resist each kind of strain. Both of the
strains shall, however, be considered as
increased by an amount equal to 8/10 of
the least of the two strains, for determiii-
ing the sectional areas of the members
by the above-allowed unit strains."
i In 1870 Z'eyrauch published formulae which were the re-
sult of a series of experiments made to ascertain the effect of
I
repeated alternate loads on metal, as compared with repeated
ii strains of one kind.
Let (a) equal the ultimate working strength per unit
section under the assumed conditions of loading; equal the ul-
timate stress per unit section for any number of loadings; (s)
equal the ultimate vibrating strength per unit section when the
opposite stresses are equal; ft) equal the ultimate stress per
unit section for one loading; Mln. B equal the least stress of the
same kind; Max B' , the greatest stress, either tension or com-
pression; and Max B the greatest stress of an opposite kind. Then
Launhardt's formula for stresses of one kind only is,-
a = ufl + L-Z-Ji Min_B)^
u Llax B
and 'v^eyrauch ' s formula for alternate stresses is,-
/ T u - s llax B ' Va = u ( 1 - j
.
u llax B
Weyrauch assumed (t) to equal 1.5 u, when the stresses were repeat-
ed in rapid succession, that is, the vibrating strength became
I
equal to one-half the ultimate .strength. Therefore, by substltu-
'] tion,-
a = ufl + ^'-^^ ^ ) (one kind of stress only)
E T.!ax B

IIS.
a = ufl - — ) (alternate stresses)
2 I;Iax B
These formulae do not take the effect of Impact into account.
I
The 'Veyrauch formula was discussed "by J. M. Wilson,
(A.S.C.E. Vol. 15, 1885) and he took exception to the fact that
I
it did not allow for the effect of impact. He advocated the use
of an allov/ance of 355-1/3 per cent for impact.
In tho discussion which followed, Geo. Bouscaren prop-
osed these formulae,-
For tension,
10,000(1 - i . i)
2 S
For compression
K(l - ^ • ^)
2 S
where fs) and (S) are the maximum and minimum of the stresses re-
gardless of the signs, and (R) is the allowable stress for com-
I
pression, the factor of safety being 5. He took the stand: that,
adding the stresses on botb sides of zero gave rise to results
which were too large, and, therefore, he advocated the use of the
above formula for the determination of the allowable stress per
square inch in both directions.
Geo. F. Swain recommended that (Max B) in lITeyrauch's
formula for alternate stresses be multiplied by a per cent factor
rather than a whole number, claiming that it did not vary quite as
I much as V7eyrauch'a formula indicated.
In 1903 CJustav Lindenthal , in a paper read before the
American Society for Testing Materials, said that the men mentioned
above were in error for two reasons, viz., (1) They did not make
j
allowance for the time of application of the stress, and (2) They
did not allow for the time between strains when the metal was at

rest
.
German engineers have proved that repeated stresses
have a detrimental effect above the elastic limit; but that alt-
ernate stresses have a detrimental effect np to a point about
twice the elastic limit. From Bauschinger ' s experiments it ap-
pears that the alternate stresses required to cause rupture are
73 to 100 per cent of the repeated strains of the same character,
and Lindenthal, taking advantage of these results, said that an
allowance of 25 per cent over the stress of one variety would be
sufficient for rapid applications of the load and rapid reversals
with short duration of rest between them. He showed that the
lowest values of the ultimate loads per unit section for alter-
nate stresses were very near the elastic limit of the material;
therefore, it is reasonable to assume that for bridge members,
where the conditions of traffic guarantees certain rests between
resrersals, no extra allowance for reversals neea be made.
Opinion is widely at variance in regard to this clause
and, from the above, it appears that all of these men are right
to some extent. It seems ths.t lindenthal indicates neither the
period of time required for rest, nor how often it should occur.

Table IV:
Stresses in Laterals, Middle Panel.
Span : No .Panels
:
Max B' : Max B ; Max B' :
Max B :
^
-j^ _ Max B '
I
2Max B
48'- 0" 6 ': + 3.9 : - 7.2 : 0.53 0.74
48'- 3" 8 + 3.9 : - 7.2- 0.53 0,74
58'- 0" 8 + 3.7 - 9.0 0.41 : 0.78
69'- 9" 8 : + 7.1 - 12.1 : 0.57 : 0.74
77'-^ 9" io + 9.4 : - 13.0 : . 72 0.64
90'- 0" 10 + 10.8 : - 17.2 ; 0.63 : 0.69
TableV. i
Comparison of the Shears in the Middle Panels of Warren Trusses,
Top Lateral Bracing.
L.p.I. = 40,000 lbs. (assumed)
Span Panels : Kax B' • Max B : Max B'
Max B
(
-,
_
Max B ' )
.
2Max B
75' 6 + 20.0 - 40.0 0.50 0.75 :
:
100' 8 \ +30.0 - 50.0 '. 0.60 0.70 ':
:
150' 12 ; + 50.0 : - 70.0 ; 0.72 : . 65 :

For stresses In the laterals nearest the middle the ex-
Dresslon (1 - ^"^^ varies from 0.65 to 0.75.
^ 2Max B
Let 0.70 equal the average constant; (f) the allowable unit
stress for alternate stresses; (s) equal the total stress for which
the member is to be designed; and (A) the required net area of the
section. Then,
f = 0.70 f
ks _ s
f 0.70
k = = 1.44
0,70
which indicates that the actual stress should be increased by 0.44.
For the stresses in the laterals in the end panels, (1 -
^'^^^
—
)
2Max B
has an average value of 0.56, which gives a value of (k) equal to
1.8. indicating an increase of 0.8, the value demanded by the
Specifications.
A comparison of the shears in the middle panels of Warren
trusses gives the results in Table 3. The values of (1 -
vary from 0.65 to 0.75, say 0.70 as an average. Then, as before,
(k) would be eqiial to 1.44.
As varies from 1 to 1/4, (k) varies from 2.0 to
Max B
1.14, but the stresses in pairs of stiff riveted diagonals are not
equal.* They vary by about 15 per cent, that is,
^
— is equal
Max B
to 0.85. This would make the actual maximum value of fk) equal
to 1.54, Therefore, since in nearly every case (k) falls within
the limits 1.14 - 1.52, an increase of 0.6 of the actual stress
would be sufficient for the design of members alternately stressed.
This allowance, while less than the specified 0.8, would still be
8.0 per cent on the safe side.
* Thesis by McDonald, 1908, on the comparison of the stresses in
the lateral sway-brac ing in the top chdrd of bri dges.

tz.
The resnlts in the following tables, 1 and 2, were oh-
tained ty the computations of the stresses in the laterals
of dif-
' ferent length girders with the same horizontal wind -load, dead
and
live. The live wind-load was 450 pounds and the dead
wind-load was
150 pounds per square foot of surface. Then, by the
use of Wey-
rauch's formula, the longer the span, the smaller
the unit stress
; must he; and the allowable unit stress increases from the
end of
the girder to the center,
TABLE ILL
Stresses in Laterals, in End Panels, Deck Plate Girder.
Live Load, 450 lbs. per square foot.
Dead " . 150 " " « " .
1
Span :
i
":
Ho . l ane Is :: Sec ; I.lax B' j Max B :
Llax B'
Max B :
p _ Max B'
2I.Iax B
i
• 50'- S** 6 : 1.53
':
+ 23.4 : - 26.3 : 0.89 • 0.55 i;
'•• 63'- 0"
:
8 • 1.57 • + 22.7 - 24.4 0.93 0.53
;
69'- 9"
\
8 1.54 + 26.4 - 29.6 0.89 : 0.55 i
• 84'- 9" 10 ; 1.47 ': +24.0 - 26.4 0.91 0.54
:
86'- 9"
i
10 '. 1.44 : + 3:i.6 ': - 37.6 ': 0.87 0.56
;
77'- 9" : 10 : 1.49 ! + 30.3 - 31.2
*: 0.97 0.51
'i
'

Z.5.
33. V/hen but one leg of a single angle i
i8 riveted to its connection the section
of that leg only will he considered as
effective in tension. •
For some years this clause has heen a much disputed point
j
among prominent engineers of the country, not so much as to its ad-
visability, "but as to how great an allowance should be made for one
|l
leg connected, when the whole section of the angle is taken as ef- '
fectlve with both legs riveted.
j
In the Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Eng- ji
ineering for 1897 (Vol. 38, p. 61) there is an account of a series i
of 8 tests made on angles aonnected by one and by both legs. These
tests (by J. E. Greiner) performed under conditions as exactly sim-
ilar as possible to those occurring in practice, indicated that the
increase of the ultimate strength of a 3-1/2 by 3-1/2 by 3/8 -inch
angle, with both legs connected, over the same angle, with one leg
riveted, was 9.5 per cent; and that of a 6 by 4 by 3/8-inGh angle
was 19.3 per cent, making one leg riveted 91.8 per cent and 83.0
per cent, respectively, as effective as two legs connected, l|
Professor I. 0, Baker of the University of Illinois made
some tests on a 3-1/2 by 2-1/4 by 1/4 -inch angle connected by the
long leg. By means of extensoraeters he found in some cases that
the stress in the outer leg was 41 per cent more than the average
stress. Also that the per cent of excess of the strens in the outer
leg the average was not a maximum at the ultimate, but at a point
near the elastic limit. This angle broke at a load of 61,000 pounds,
which was 48,000 pounds per square inch of net section. A test
piece cut from the same angle showed an ultimate strength of 62,400
pounds per square inch of net section, thus indicating a decrease
In the angle of 23 per cent from that of the specimen.
w

2.4.
From Qreiner'B tests it wonld "be reasonable to assume
that a reduction of 20 per cent would "be sufficient, biit , Judging
from a comparison of the ultimate unit strength of the angle with
that of a specimen, as made Baker, it seems that a further re-
duction of, say, 25 per cent, should be allowed. That proportion
to be allowed at the full unit stress woiild be (100-20 )( 100-25 )= 60
per cent
.
This indicates that the clause is about correct, being
10 per cent on the safe side. Further tests, according to Baker,
on larger angles, are necessary before an exact per cent of reduct-
ion can be stated.
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Z6.
44. In beams and plate girders, the
oompression flanges shall he made of
Same gross section as the tension
flanges.
This clause does not need much discussion "but it is,
at the same time, important in the results it ohtains. (l) It
necessitates the design of but one, (the tension flange) section;
(2) The gauge lines on both flanges would be the same, so only one
template would be required; fS) The cross section of the girder
would be symmetrical about an axis perpendicular to the web. This
last point is becoming more popular every day, as it tends toward
that ideal in bridge manufacture , -simplicity of design. When the
flange section is designed for tension, the rivet holes are sub-
tracted, so that the section added by using the gross area of the
tension flange in the compression flange gives enough excess of
material to take up the decrease in actual allovmble stress for
compression. In deck plate girders, v/here the load rests on the
upper flanges, the increase in effective area is consistent v/ith
the added stress that the flanges must carry.
The sketch in Figure shows a fl.ange section designed
1
\^ X tension. Then, in the com-
pression flange, the effective area
will be increased over that in the
tension flange by an amount equal to
the area of the rivets.
Let 75 ft. = length of a girder.
Then, the amount of material saved by designing the compression
R94.
'langes will be
Z X 75 X 12 X 2/2 = 1800 cu. in.
1 plate 1:.;" X 1" - 14.0' = 1800 cu. in. approv.

40.8 X 14.0 = 571 Its.. Wt . of plate.
571 lbs. at 9.02 per lb. = -;{;11.42.
}Tov;, the oost of making an extra template and the drafting
v/oiild amount to about ^510,00. This leaves a balance of $1,42 in
favor of redesigning the compression flange. This amount, hovrever,
is very small and the manufacturer would naturally be in favor of
using the same section for both flanges.

26.
54. The pitch of rivets in all classes
of work shall never exceed 6 inches,
or sixteen times the thinnest outside
plate, nor he less than three diameters
of the rivet. i 81 ,96. )
55. The rivets used shall generally
he 7/8 inch diameter for main memhers
of the trusses and floor, and not less
then -/4 for lateral or other bracing.
The minimum and maximum distances allowable between rivets
are of great importance in designing rivet spacing in structural
steel. The minimum allowable distance between rivets is governed
by the size of the "dolly" on the riveter, while the maximum distance
allowable is determined by the character of the stress, v^hich the ma-
terial betv/een the rivets takes. However, for convenience and sim-
I
plicity, only one maximum spacing is specified.
The width of the shoulder fS) on
'dollies" is usually 1/4 inch. Therefore,
the minimum rli stance from the center of ^
the rivet head to the edge of the "dolly"
would be
1 " Is
( — + ~H) , where His the diam-
4 2
eter of the head. Therefore, in a 7/8-
inch rivet, the distance fx) would be
c- l~l/3r. inches. Hence, there must be at
least that m^uch cleare^nce for riveting. •
In case multiple punches are used, the minimum allov^rable
distance would be greater than
7 1 11
1 — -f — or 1 r-r inches.
16 4 16
The distances between the punches are determined by the size or
thickness of the jaws which hold them. This fact necessitates a
r
—
"^^^^
greater spacing than 1 11_
16
-inches, and, for convenience, it is made

Z.9.
three diameters of a rivet.
The naxiinura allowable distance is determined hjr consider-
Ing the material "betTreen two rivets as acting under compression.
low, to keep this little column A, from failing, the factor i should
not he too great. Assume a limit for
—
~. Theil. taking the radius of gyra- I
r
1
tion of a 5/8 inch plate, (the thinnest
allowahle), ahout its x-x axis, as
sho'.Yn in Figure. . It is found to
he .108 inches. Therefore, the al-
lowable length of column is found thus:
1 = 80
r
1 = .108 X 80
= 8.65 inches.
This would allow 8.65 inches as the maximum distance between rivets,
although — was taken small and the miniature columns taken as
r
hinged instead of fixed, as they really are. It would, therefore,
seem perfectly consistent v/ith good design to allow the maximum
spacing to be 20 times the thickness of the thinnest plate. This
would give an allowance , in the illustrative example above, of
percent,
7-1/E inches. This woiild still be 15'^on the side of safety, even
though largest allowable — were only 80,
«

56.*' The distance betweon the edge
of any piece a.nd the centre of a
rivet -hole must never be less than
1-1/4 inches, except for bp^rs less
then 2-1/2 Inches wide; v;hen practi-
cable it shall be at least tv;o diam-
eters of the rivet."
The principle object in specifying that the miniimira
distance be 1-1/4 inches is to obviate an3/ tendency to lessen the
efficiency of a rivet by placing it near the edge of the material.
It would be proper design to raake the rivet fail rather than any
of the pieces taking direct stress.
h
If the rivets are dewigned to take an allowable shearing
stress of 10,000 pounds per square inch, then a 7/8 inch rivet,
whose area is 0.601 square inches, would have a stress of
0.601 X 10,000 = 6,000 pounds.
If the shearing strength of steel plates is 50,000 pounds
per square inch, then the required area for keeping the material
from shearing out on the edge of a niece is ^ ^'^^^— =0.12 square
50,000
The section at A + A in Figure / is the section whose
area should be 0.12 square inches. If
the thickness of the plate is 3/S inch-
es, the actual area at A, when the
rivet is 1-1/4 inches from the edge of
tho material, would be
inches.
Pig. 7.
1-1/4 X 0.375 X 2 = 0.94 square inch-
es,
This indicates that the danger of the
material breaking out on the edge is very slight as long as the
center of the rivet is not nearer than 1-1/4 inches from the edge
of the plate. The factor of safety from the above comiutation

51.
•?70nld "be
.94
which Is sufficient.
There is more danger of the material breaking out in
punching, and it is this point that determines the required distance
from the center of the rivet hole to the edge of the p^ece.
Take a ,^/4-inch plate that is to he punched in one corned,
the center of the rivet hole heing 1-1/4 inches from each edge of
the plate. The plate will tend to tear off along the line of least
resistance, v;hich is A - B.
In punching a 7/8-inch hole in a
.
plate of thickness ft), the force re-
quired to punch the hole is the shear-
ing stress times the circumference,
times the thickness, or
50,000 xf?..1416 X 0.875) x t = 1.^8, COOt
pounds
The factor of lateral contraction of
Tig. 8. steel is l/Z, Then the amount that
the disc whioh is punched out tends to expand under a load of
(138,000 t) pounds, is
h = h" - h'
where h" is the diameter before punching, and h' is the diameter
of the disc during punching and before the elastic limit is reached,
From Maurer ' s Mechanic '
s
h" = (1 + re)h'
—
o
—
'm
where
r = the factor of lateral construction
6 = unit elongation for steel.

Then
Therefore
3i.
h"= (1 + - X .0012) 0.875
5
= 0.876 inohos
h = 0.676 - 0.B75
= 0.001 inohes,
the amount the disc expands laterally. In the formula
e = ^
aE'
e = the amount of elongation,
P = the load applied,
1 = the length^which is unity in this case,
a =- the area of the section which is taken as the
circumference of the hole times the thickness of the piece.
Then, if
P
e = a
E
P = Exa X e
= 29,000,000 X 2.75 t x .001
= 79
,
700 t pounds.
This is the unit stress exerted on the sides of the hole
Let distance A-B ; the line alon^ which a rivet in the
corner of a plate will tend to shear, "be called fx). Then, the
area required to keep the plate from failing in tension on the
line A-B, (Tensile stt-ength of cteel, 60,000 pounds), is
79 ,700 t T r,^ 4. . ,—
— = 1.3o t square inches,
and the required net length of
t
=1,33 inches

35
The gross or total length of A-B is
y = 1.33 + 0.875
=2.21 inches
,
and the distance from the edge to the intersection with A-B, is
z =
^-^1
1.414
= 1.57 inches,
where 1.414 is the secant of 9,(45^),
= 0.785 inches, or distance required from mid-
dle of hole to the edge of the plate.
The actual distance from edge to center of the hole is
1-1/4 inches; therefore, the efficiency is,
E _ 1.25
.785
= 1.60
This gives a halance on the side of safety of 60 per cent,
which is hardly enough. It seoms that a minimum allowable dis-
tance of 1-1/2 inches or 2 inches shoulri "be required.

34.
76." In girders with flange plates, at least
one-half of the flange section shall "be angles
or else the largest sized angles must he used.
Flange plates must extend beyond their theo-
retical leng h, two rows of rivets at each end.
This clause Is undoubtedly a good one for many reasons, By
using heavy flange angles, the stiffness of a girder Is Increased
many fold. Since the flange section is designed to take the bending
moment in the girder, it is imperative that the radius of gyration
of the compression flange about a vertical axis parallel to the web,
should be as large as possible and at the same time consistent with
good design.
The compression flange performs the same duty that the
top chord does in the truss, and, therefore, may be considered as
acting as a column. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that
the efficiency of the compression flange toward stiffening the
girder depends directly on the radius of gyration of the flange. If,
then, the flange is designed with the greater part of the section
concentrated in the cover plates, the total flange area will tend to
fail in its weakest part, viz., the angles, which constitute the con
nection between the moment resisting section and the web plate. It
is, therefore, good practice to stipulate that a part of the flange
area should be contained in the angles; as to how much, is purely
arbitrary, but the section should be well balanced, and where pos-
sible, the balance should be in favor of the angles. This will
obviate the tendency of the designer to place as much of his sect-
ion as far out as possible to reduce the required area.
From investigations that have been made, it seems that in
a deck plate girder, the flange section should be concentrated in
the angles alone. The tendency is growing in favor of this pract-
ice. There are very few floor beams and stringers designed at
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Which have cover plates. The only ohjection to the absence of the
latter has been the danger of corrossion, caused fey water standing
in the cracks between the flange angles and the web. This has been
removed by the use of any one of the servicable water proofings
with which the market is flooded. Therefore, sj nee the absence of
cover plates gives the track layers a much easier duty to perform,
and reduces the amount of riveting on the bridge, a clause should
be inserted which would specify that wherever possible all the flange
section should be concentrated in the f].ange angles. On through
plate-girders a light cover plate could be added to give a finished
appearance to the structure.

90.'>he diameter of the pin shall not
"be less than eight -tenths of the width
of the largest eye-bar attached to it.
The several Tnemhers attaching to the pin
shall he so packed as to produce the least
"bending moment upon the pin, and all va-
cant spaces must he filled with wrought
filling rings,"
In 1906 Theodore Cooper published the results of some
tests made on eye-bars in connection with the investigations of
tension members in the Quebec Pudge. He found that the real elong-
ation of eye-bars was from out to out of pin holes instead of from
center to center, as was formerly conceded; that the elongation
and the elastic limit over a certain length of the parallel bar
were not the same when applied to the total length of the bar; that
a set of bars carefully bored to an exact length would not neces-
^
sarily pull to an equal strain, although the elastic limit measured
on the body of the bar was not exceeded. I
Cooper discovered that the bars elongated permanently at
a stress of 13,000 pounds per square inch, and that the elongation >
increased with each increase of strain, the amount of pin clearance
'
not modifying these results. In Figure is indicated the manner
in which the eyes of the bars elongated.
Z-X is the center line of the orig--
inr.l pinhole, K = radius of pin and
outer end of pinhole after elongation,
r = radius of inner end of pinhole.
The bar, when streBsed /narrowed
out at F and at C^, setting up com-
pressive stresses at A and tensile
stresses at B, The circumference of
the bar on either side of the pinhole
did not stretch any at all, showing
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that the metal at these points was not stretched above the elastic
limit.
In the Engineering News of Jan, 23, 1908, G. H. Thomson,
who styles himself as "belonging to the school of lattice design, and
is, therefore, prejudiced, predicted the adoption of a lattice I
principle of design. He also showed an astounding lack of faith
|
in the eye-har as a tension member. He shov/ed tht t eye-bars sub-
jected to repeated loadings in a bridge, when placed in a testing
machine, broke in the eyes under a stress which was less than the
elastic limit. He also objected to forging of eye-bar heads be-
cause of the internal molecular stress set up, the extent of which
1b neither known, nor diminished by annealing.
j
In answer to his objections it might be said that all
shafting and machinery parts which are subjected to high repeated
stresses are forged and have proven their Undoubted worth,
j
In a reply to Thomson's statements, there appeared an
article in the Engineering News, in which the author suggested some
improved forms of eye-bar heads as wShown in Figure / ,
The advantages claimed for these heads are that they
Increase the area of the section directly back of the pinhole;
however, according to Cooper's experiments, it is not the area
back of the pinhole, but the area on each side of the pinhole and
directly in front of it, that requires greater section.
The only valid reason for specifjring that the pinhole

shall be not less than eight-tenths the v/iath of the largest bar
attached to it, is that if the bar is 0.8, the width of the bar,
there is no danger of the allowable bearing stress being exceeded
If the thickness of the bar and the head are the saine
,
then, with
an average allowable bearing stress of 18,800 pounds per square
inch and an allowable tensile stress of 15,000 pounds per square
inch, " ^feerefivre
,
the area of bearing required as compared to
the tensile stress required would be
15.000 ^ ^
18 : 800 o-Q'
which proves that the proportion given in the specification is
correct.
t
39.
97. The open sides of all compresnion
raembers shall be stayed by batten plates
at the ends and diag:onal lattice-work at
intermediate points. The size and spacing
of the lattice bars shall be duly pro-
portioned to the size of the member. They
must not be less in width than E inches
for members 9 inches or lef^s in width,
nor 2-1/4 inches for menbers i;' to 9
inches in width, nor 2-1/2 inches for
members 15 to 12 inches in width. Single
lattice bars shall have a thickness not
less than 1/40 or double lattice bars con-
nected by a rivet at the intersection not
less then 1/60 of the distance between the
rivets connecting them to the members. They
shall be incl-^ned at an angle not less than
60° to the axis of the raembgr for single
latticing, nor less then 45 for double
latticing with riveted intersections. The
pitch of the latticing must not exceed the
least v/idth of the member plus nine inches.
Almost all specifications depend on some clause, such as
the above for the design of lacing. Being of an empirical nature,
they vary somewhat in their demands in different specifications.
A clause in the Hew Jersey Steel and Iron Company's speo
ifi cat ions by H. S, Pritchard states that
"The lattice bars shall be so spaced that
each channel between lattice connections
shall be stro?iger than the column considered
as a v;hole and their size shall not be less
than would be obtained by trefiting the
column as a lattice girder supported at the
ends and loaded at the middle with a load
equal to 7) per cent of the total compres-
sion of the column."
There are many formulae devised to compute the stress in
lattice bars. They are all rather empirical and depend on theoret-
ical assumptions.
In the Engineering Record , (Nov. 2, 1907), is the deduction
of a formula for computing the stress in lattice bars, which depends
on the assumption that the stressed column follows a parabolic curve
The New York law for determining the allov«fable stress in columns

4 0.
is used.
where
P = 15,200 - 58 - or
r
15,200 - 696 i
r
P is the allowahle stress
1 is the length in inches
L is the. length in feet.
It is assiimeci that 696 — is the stress per square inch,
r
dtie to "bending in the column. This is placed on the same side with
a unit load, w, the column acting as a heam. See Figure
I \ n ft.
w * pe r I i'ne<3 r ft.
ng. II.
ITov/, if the column is pin connected at the top and bottom
P is appljied as shown in Figure / 2 .
p
The bending in the beam
Hh and the column is assumed to be the same.
Then the reactions are found to be
R = ?.48-^'
n
where A is the area of the section, p' is the
radius of gyration and n the distance of the
extreme fibre from the neutral axis.
The author worked out the curves assiuned by the bending
of both the beam and the column under a xinit as shown in Fibres
Fig. 12,
O
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From the curves It can readily "be seen that the curves
followed "by the "beam and the column are very nearly identical. There-
fore, the curve of the column may "be assumed to he a parabola, where,
the deflection Is not very great. With this assumption, the
reactions are found to be
R = 348-
Ar
n
\Vhere A = the area of the section and
r = the radius of gjrration,
about the 7-Y axis of the section of the column
(See Figure ) ,
The stresses in the kcing may then he computed, considering
the column as a latticed girder.
34 8 Ap'. l
n
^ig- Pig. 16.
There are several objections to this formula for comput-
ing lattice bars:
(1) It is ansumiOd that the shears transferred by the
bars are all equal. This is true only when the moment diagram is
a triangle.
(2) . S = 16,000 - 70- -
r
is a better formula to use, as it app:^ies to any kind of ends.
First assume the above formula for rigidly fixed ends.
Then '^^ ^ equals one-half the difference of stress in the two
pleaves, and should, therefore, represent one-half the difference
of Intensity of stress in the oiiter fibres. If the moment diagram
is assumed to be a parabola.

42.
M = Moment, maximum,
I = Moment of Inertia,
C = Distance to outer Fibre
1 = length of the Column,
A = Area of the Column,
Sm= Stress in the Bar, and
S = Stress in the outer Fibre, then
C
Sm =
c
70 Ar^l
rC
Sm 1
4
280 Ar
C
Now* since ~ has an average value of — for columns of
C 7
two channels with the flanges turned out, if the allowable stress
is taken as 10,000^1 and "R, the coefficient of elasticity as
29,000,000, then
Sm = js"
258.0 00 A
P
for double lattice bars at an angle of 45*^ with the column; and
for single lattice bars at an angle of 60° with the column,
216,000 A
Sm = 2
1
r2
From J. B, Johnsen's Modern Framed Structures.
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In the foregoing table , the formula
P = 16,000 - 70 i_
r
was used for the allowahle compressive stress per square inch, and
P = 16,000 pounds for the allowable tensrlle stress per square inch.
The stress in the lattice bars was figured from the formula
Sm = 258.000 A
1^
The thickness of the bars and the diameter of the rivets were as- '
sumed. These results (ITote column 6 as compared with columnlU)
,
show that the widths of the bars given in Cooper's specifications
{
are sufficient to take the stress computed from the above formula
There is no question that the sizes of the bars given in
the clause herein discussed are large enough for their respective
sized columns, but it is, likewise, just as true that some size of
bar should be specified for compressive members whose dimensions are
greater than 15 inches on the side. The Pennsylvania Railroad
specifies
"That the thickness (of the bars) shall not
be less than one-fiftieth their unsupported length,
unless the length, center to center, of rivets,
exceeds 51 inches, v;hen 5 inch by 2 inch angles,
weighing 6 pounds per foot, shall be used."
i
Table gives stresses in lattice bars found by using 3
per cent of the total compressive stress in the column, concentrs-ted
at the center of the column, the latter acting as a lattice girder.
The results shov/ that the requirements for lattice bars, according
to the New Jersey Iron and "^^teel Company's specifications, are not
nearly as rigid, as those in common practice. Their use would
seem very hazardous in view of some recent failures of latticed
members where faulty design resulted in a lattice system which was
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2.8 per cent of the total weight of the raembeY, while in smaller
mernhers of positively known strength, the percentage of lattice
bars was as high as 30 per cent of the total weight of the member.
It is, therefore, well to design the lacing as heavy as is re-
quired in these specifications, even though they are from 10 to ?>0
per cent on the side of safety.

46.
120. All bridges shall be cambered
by giving the panels of the top chord
an excess of length in the proportion
of 1/8 of an inch to every ten feet.
The question of camber is of minor importance In bridges
of short spans, but, in long structures, it presents a factor which
must have consideration.
The camber in a bridge obviates the tendency of a load
traveling on to the bridge, to cause added strains in the metal,
when crossing the structure. As the load comes on the span it
causes a deflection which varies according to t>ie length and depth
of the bridge. The latter will assixme a curve, so that, as the
train crosses, it is in reality passing through a vertical curve,
and the added strain is due to the fact that the center of gravity
must be lifted an amount equal to the deflection of the structure,
vvhich is very small.
Then, in the second place, a sag in the bridge rroducos
an appearance of weakness v;hich, v;hile not true, destroys its es~
thetic effect to some degree.
Some engineers specify that "the camber must not be less
than a certain fraction of the span, f j^qq ^" ' ^his, however,
makes no provision for the varying depths of different bridges of
the same span. The deflections of bridges built to the same roll-
ing loads and unit strains will vary very nearly as the . square of
1 , ^the span and inversely as the depth (—)
,
so that the above rule
is only applicable to trusses of varying spans which have the same
ratio of depths.
The only perfect method of giving a camber which would
exactly correspond at all points, reversely to the curve of (ie-
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fleotion, v/onld be to increase the length of all compression mem-
bers and decrease the length of each tension rnemlDer
,
during con-
struct ion , "by an amount equal to the elastic deformation when sub-
jected to the full load. This method is not practical as it makes
too many and too minute changes when distributed thus over all the
members, for good and acciirate shoji practice.
Care should be taken that the track nan, on laying the
track, does not try to take the camber out of the floor by notching
down the ties. The rule of thumb, 1/6 inch for every ten feet
of span added to the top chord for camber^ is very good and has been
used for many years.
The Pennsylvania Railroad specifies that "the camber
shall be —-— of the span, and the ciimber in the floor shall not
1000
be more than 1/2 of that of the truss or girder. This rule agrees
very closely Y;ith Cooper, although that part referring to the
camber in the floor is unnecessary, as it tends to remove some of
the remedy which has been ai-plied to offset the defect.
i


